
Do Now Unit 4 Tissues

A) Elastic cartilage B) Smooth muscle
C) Bone D) Skeletal muscle
E) Reticular

1. The tissue type shown in the line drawing below is
________ tissue.

A) Nervous B) Muscular
C) Epithelial D) Connective
E) Reticular

2. What type of tissue is shown in the following
photomicrograph?

A) the cells have similar lines in them call striations
B) the cells are tightly packed together
C) all of the cells have more than one nuclei
D) there are numerous mitochondria in each cell
E) the cells are surrounded by various fibers

3. When viewed using a microscope, epithelial tissue is
easily identified because;

Base your answers to questions 4 through 6 on the
following choices below, match each term of its
current definition.
A. stratified
B. columnar
C. squamous
D. cuboidal
E. simple

A) Stratified B) Columnar
C) Squamous D) Cuboidal
E) Simple

4. Which term means, a flattened cell shape?

A) Stratified B) Columnar
C) Squamous D) Cuboidal
E) Simple

5. Which term means, cells that are longer than they are
wide?

A) Stratified B) Columnar
C) Squamous D) Cuboidal
E) Simple

6. Which term means, more than one layer of cells?

A) exocrine glands release fluid by exocytosis and
endocrine glands release fluid through the cell
membrane

B) exocrine glands secrete products into blood or
tissue fluid, whereas endocrine glands secrete
products into ducts

C) exocrine glands are composed of transitional
epithelium, whereas endocrine glands are
composed of glandular epithelium

D) exocrine glands produce and release fluid,
whereas endocrine glands absorb fluid that is
secreted elsewhere in the body

E) exocrine glands secrete products into ducts
that open onto surfaces, whereas endocrine
glands secrete products into tissue fluid or
blood

7. The difference between exocrine and endocrine
glands is that;



A) a covering of dry, tough, protective material
that prevents water and other substances
from escaping or entering.

B) relatively thick layers of flattened cells that are
continually replaced by cell division in the lower
layers.

C) relatively thick layers of cells which stay soft
and moist and line areas such as, the oral cavity,
esophagus, vaginal, and anal canal.

D) a relatively thin layer of cells which remain
one-cell thick and serve the purpose of gas
exchange

E) cells that are rounded when they are relaxed, but
become flattened when tension is applied

8. The process of keratinization produces;

Base your answers to questions 9 through 13 on the
following choices below, match each tissue type ot
the correct description.
A. pseudostratified columnar epithelium
B. stratified squamous epithelium
C. transitional epithelium
D. simple squamous epithelium
E. simple cuboidal epithelium

9. Which tissue type is relatively high with cells that
divide in the deeper layers?

10. Which tissue type is specialized to change in
response to increased tension?

11. Which tissue type appears to be stratified but is not?

12. Which tissue type consists of flattened cells which
fit tightly together, somewhat like floor tiles?

13. Which tissue type consists of a single layer of
cube-shaped cells?

A) close proximity
B) resistant nature
C) rapid division
D) high number
E) basement membrane

14. As a result of the ________ of epithelial cells,
injuries heal rapidly and new cells replace old ones
that are lost or damaged.

A) transitional epithelium
B) stratified squamous epithelium
C) simple squamous epithelium
D) simple columnar epithelium
E) glandular epithelium

15. The type of tissue that forms the inner lining of the
urinary bladder, the ureters, and the urethra is called;

A) are found through the body
B) cover organs and form the inner lining of body

cavities
C) always has a free surface exposed to the outside
D) is anchored to connective tissue by the

basement membrane
E) all of the above

16. Epithelial tissues;

A) nervous tissue to connective tissue.
B) muscle tissue to nervous tissue
C) epithelial tissue to connective tissue
D) Connective tissue to muscle tissue
E) Epithelial tissue to muscle tissue

17. A basement membrane anchors ___________.

A) epithelial tissue B) nervous tissue
C) connective tissue D) muscle tissue
E) all of the above

18. Collagenous and elastic fibers are found extensively
in;

A) it develops when certain cells store fat as
droplets in their cytoplasm and enlarge

B) it cushions joints and some organs such as the
kidneys

C) it binds the skin to the underlying organs
and fills spaces between muscles

D) its provides the framework of certain internal
organs

E) all of the above

19. Which of the following is true about areolar tissue?



A) Bone
B) fibrocartilage
C) reticular connective tissue
D) hyaline cartilage
E) dense connective tissue

20. Which of the following is the most rigid connective
tissue with hardness due largely to mineral salts,
such as calcium phosphate and calcium carbonate?

Base your answers to questions 21 through 25 on the
list below.
A. areolar tissue
B. adipose tissue
C. reticular connective tissue
D. cartilage
E. blood

21. Which tissue type transports substances and helps
the body to maintain homeostasis?

22. Which tissue type protects, insulates, and stores fat?

23. Which tissue is located in the walls of internal
organs such as the liver and the spleen?

24. Which tissue type supports, protects, and provides
framework for certain areas of the body?

25. Which tissue is located beneath the skin, between
muscles, beneath epithelial tissues, and functions to
bind organs?

A) macrophages, mast cells
B) reticular fibers, fibroblasts
C) plasma, elastic fibers
D) a basement membrane, free surface
E) protein fibers, ground substance

26. Extracellular matrix is composed of ________ and
________.

A) communication
B) binding structures
C) support
D) protection
E) production of blood cells

27. Which of the following is not a function of
connective tissue?

A) the bone, spinal cord, and heart
B) the brain and nerves
C) the heart, spinal cord, and bone
D) the brain, spinal cord, and nerves
E) the heart, arteries, and veins

28. Nervous tissues are found in;

A) supporting cells
B) nonconducting cells
C) cells that insulate
D) cells that protect the neurons
E) all of the above

29. In addition to neurons, nervous tissue consists of;

A) Neuroglia B) Neurons
C) Fibrocytes D) Osteocytes
E) Chondrocytes

30. What are highly specialized cells that generate and
conduct nerve impulses called?

A) long and threadlike
B) short and rigid
C) round and tightly packed
D) cubed shaped cells that are found in layers two

or three cells thick
E) flattened and tightly packed

31. Which of the following is the best general
description of muscle cells?

A) Smooth muscle B) Nervous
C) Areloar D) Cardiac muscle
E) Skeletal muscle

32. Cells of _______ tissue are short, spindle-shaped,
and have a single, centrally located nucleus.

A) Smooth muscle
B) Skeletal muscle
C) Cardiac muscle
D) Any of the above tissue types could be equally

injured during exercise
E) Smooth or Cardiac muscle

33. While exercising at the gym you pull and injure a
muscle. Which type of tissue have you most likely
injured?



34. Identify the four general tissue types and summarize the main characteristics of each.


